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Until now, it has been observed that a collective handling of uniform spheres could only lead t
random close packing of 0.64 maximum volume fraction. In this Letter, we show that denser crysta
arrangements can be obtained when beads are poured at low flow rates into a horizontally sh
container. A parallel is suggested between this process and that of colloidal sedimentation which
yields crystalline structure. [S0031-9007(97)04421-9]

PACS numbers: 46.10.+z, 61.50.–f, 81.20.Ev, 83.70.Fn
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Packings of uniform spheres have been extensive
studied both by the powder technology community [1,2
and by physicists who consider hard spheres systems a
model for simple liquids [3]. It is well known (although
not rigorously demonstrated [4,5]) that the volume fractio
of the packing, defined as the ratio of the volume occupi
by the spheres to the total volume, cannot exceed 0.
corresponding to the regular crystal arrangements (f
example, hexagonal or face-centered cubic). Howev
spheres simply released in a box do not spontaneou
arrange into a crystalline formation. Even when vibration
are imposed to compact the arrangement, the maxim
volume fraction obtained is 0.64 (in the limit of large
boxes) [6–9]. This is called the random close packin
limit and is commonly considered as the maximum densi
that can be reached by collectively handling the particl
as reported by an anonymous author [10]: “ball bearin
and similar objects have been shaken, settled in oil, stu
with paint, kneaded inside rubber balloons and all with n
better result than a density of about 0.636.”

Although this limit seems to be well defined, some stud
ies in the literature report that higher densities correspon
ing to regular arrangements can be obtained. Scottet al.
observed in a short note [11] that cyclic shear motion ca
induce packing with a density higher than 0.64. Ow
Berg et al. [12] carried out experiments on the packing
of spheres obtained under different shaking processes
concluded that “three dimensional shaking” (shaking wit
an horizontal component) can lead to a crystallizatio
More recently, Vanelet al. [13] obtained a regular packing
of steel beads by vertically vibrating the container. How
ever, all these experiments deal with a very small numb
of particles and the thickness of the crystal does not exce
20 particles. Under such conditions, the packings are c
tainly dramatically influenced by the boundaries. To ou
knowledge, no process has been reported for creating la
crystals of non-Brownian spheres.

On the other hand, in the case of Brownian hard sphe
sensitive to thermal fluctuations, spontaneous crystalliz
tion can occur [14–17]. The slow sedimentation of co
loidal spherical particles in a fluid with the same index o
refraction (in order to minimize the van der Waals forces
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yields a dense crystalline sediment of density around 0.
[15]. The crystallization is in this case controlled by the
temperature: as a result of Brownian motion, the spher
reaching the free surface of the sediment rearrange spo
taneously into an equilibrium ordered state.

In this paper we present a method inspired by the co
loidal crystallization for creating crystalline arrangement
of non-Brownian spheres. The method consists in contin
ously pouring the spheres into a box subjected to horizon
vibrations. The vibrations allow the particles to rearrang
and play a role similar to the temperature in the colloida
sedimentation. Whereas many reports have been devo
to the dynamics of a granular media [18,19] and its com
paction [1,20,21] under vertical vibrations, few have bee
concerned with horizontal vibrations [22,23] and to ou
knowledge no crystallization results have been reported

The experimental setup is presented in Fig. 1. A
glass box12 cm 3 12 cm 3 25 cm is fixed on a table
which can horizontally move on linear bearings. A

FIG. 1. Experimental setup.
© 1997 The American Physical Society
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quasisinusoidal motionA sinsvtd is induced to the table
by the mean of an eccentric wheel driven by a moto
The particles fall from a glass funnel into the box throug
a set of horizontal cylindrical bars: the chaotic motio
of the particles induced by the multiple collisions with
the bars provides a uniform distribution of the particle
over the surface of the box. The particle flow rat
can be varied by using funnels having different outle
diameters. The particles we used were spherical gla
beads1.98 6 0.06 mm in diameter, with a densityr 
2.64 gycm3. Many parameters can influence the granul
dynamics, but in this paper we focus on the three maj
control parameters:

(i) The relative acceleration of the vibrationG 
Av2yg whereA andv are the amplitude and the pulsation
of the vibration, andg the gravitational acceleration.

(ii) The filling rateQ, number of particles falling in the
box per second per unit surface area [insparticleysdycm2].

(iii) The relative amplitude of vibrationAyd, whered
is the particle diameter.

The influence of other important effects like the surfac
properties of the particles, the density of the beads, a
the falling height of the particles has not yet been studie
systematically.

To characterize the crystallization, we computed the
nal volume fractionf of the packing simply by measuring
the height and the weight of the final packing. This metho
takes into account the boundary effects and thus gives d
sities lower than in the infinite container limit [6].

Before each experiment, the walls of the box ar
cleaned with an antistatic agent in order to minimiz
the electrostatic interaction. Horizontal vibration i
then imposed to the empty box before the particle
are poured into the funnel. The experiment is stopp
when the height of the packing reaches at least20 cm
(,100 particle diameters). When the particle flow rat
is low and the relative acceleration is sufficiently strong
a very dense and ordered packing is obtained. Figure
shows the free surface of such a packing. We ha

FIG. 2. The free surface of a packing obtained forG  1,
Q  2 sparticleysdycm2, Ayd  1.1. In order to enhance the
crystal-like structure, we have artificially created steps on th
free surface by slightly inclining the box from horizontal.
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verified that the organized structure observed at the fr
surface in Fig. 2 is the signature of an internal organize
structure by using the elegant method proposed by Be
et al. [12]: at the end of the experiment, water is poure
into the container and frozen. The ice block then can b
carefully cut apart to reveal the internal packing structur
As in colloidal crystallization, the packings we observed
are regular but consist of a superposition of random
stacked hexagonal layers perpendicular to gravity [24
We return to a discussion of this point later in the paper.

Careful observation of the system during the filling re
veals that the crystallization process is entirely controlle
by the dynamics of the free surface. The vibrations serv
to fluidize the uppermost layers of the packing (betwee
0 and 6 layers, depending on the acceleration) [23], whi
the rest of the particles remain fixed in the frame of the a
celerating box. In this fluidized layer, the particles expe
rience both horizontal random motion and shearing. Th
arrangement taken by the particles seems to result fro
the combination of these two factors. The active zon
being restricted to the free surface, the only method fo
creating a large crystalline arrangement is to continuous
supply new particles to the free surface. A horizonta
shaking applied to a randomly filled box leads to a thi
layer of crystal phase at the free surface, but the rest
the material below remains in the initial random state.
should be noted that convective particle motion was n
observed at the low values ofG covered in the present
experiments.

The two necessary ingredients for creating a cryst
are thus an acceleration sufficiently large to fluidize th
free surface, and a moderately low flow rate to allow
time for the free surface particles to organize in a regu
lar pattern before being covered by the new particle
showered from above. We have systematically studie
the influence of the acceleration,G, and of the flow
rate, Q, by measuring the final volume fraction of the
packings. The results are presented in Fig. 3. For lo
accelerations,G & 0.4, the packings are random with a
density 0.625, independent of the filling rate. This valu
is compatible with the random close packing density me
sured by Scott [6] in containers having the same relativ
size (box length/particle diameter) as in our experimen
For higher acceleration, crystallization is observed bu
strongly depends on the filling rate. For very low filling
rates [Q & 2 sparticleysdycm2] the final volume fraction
f is equal to 0.67, the maximum we were able to obtain
This value is independent ofG in the range allowed with
our experimental setup. For intermediate flow rates,2 &

Q & 120 sparticleysdycm2, the volume fraction decreases
with increasingQ [Fig. 3(b)] at constant acceleration.
This tendency is a direct consequence of the creation
more and more defects in the crystal. In this range of flo
rate, a decrease of the volume fraction is also observ
when the relative acceleration rises above one, in whic
case the fluctuating motion induced by the horizonta
3641
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FIG. 3. (a) Final volume fraction as a function of the rela
tive accelerationG for Ayd  1.1 and for different filling
rates. ±: Q  2.8 sparticleysdycm2; m: Q  60; h: Q  120.
(b) Final volume fraction as a function of the filling rate for
G  1 andAyd  1.1.

vibration becomes increasingly important. Finally, fo
high filling ratesQ * 120 sparticleysdycm2 crystalliza-
tion is no longer observed.

We have also investigated the influence of th
dimensionless vibration amplitudeAyd varied over
the range 0.35–10 atG  0.66 and a flow rate
Q  12 sparticleysdycm2. In this range the final density
does not depend onAyd as long asAyd . 1, the density
being f  0.655. For vibration amplitudes less than
the particle diameter,Ayd , 1, a slight decrease in the
compacity seems to appear, the final valuef  0.645
attained atAyd  0.35.

The experiments presented here were carried out in
square section box with flat walls. One can legitimate
wonder to what extent the crystallization is initiated
by the flat boundary conditions. We thus performed
control experiment using irregular boundaries made
glass beads4 mm in diameter randomly glued to the
bottom surface and on the four lateral walls of th
glass box. The volume fraction of the random packin
obtained when the beads are poured in this roughen
box atQ  3 sparticleysdycm2 with no external vibration
3642
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is f  0.615. When a horizontal accelerationG  1 is
imposed, the final density isf  0.645. The study of
the internal structure of the packing exhibits a crysta
like structure everywhere except in a layer of 8 partic
diameters adjacent to the walls, showing that sphe
crystallization is an intrinsic behavior of the system, an
not the result of flat boundaries. We conclude that order
nature of the packings is insensitive to wall roughne
conditions.

However, some specific boundaries can dramatically
fluence the precise structure of a crystalline arrangeme
For the flat or irregular boundaries considered above,
crystalline packings we have created are formed by
superposition of hexagonal-patterned layers [Fig. 4(a
However, there exist two ways of forming a new hexag
nal layer on top of a previous one. The final arrangeme
is thus, strictly speaking, not a crystal, but a sequen
of randomly stacked hexagonal packings perpendicula
gravity. This vertical, one-dimensional disorder is we
known in colloidal sedimentation [24]. The crystallin
sediment is not a perfect crystal, and this leads to so
difficulties for technological applications. Recently, va
Blaaderenet al. [17] have proposed a method for con
trolling the crystal orientation and producing large sing
colloidal crystals. Their idea is to create the sedime
starting with a square-patterned substrate. When the m
of the substrate is exactly equal to the particle diam
ter, the square pattern corresponds to the (100) plane
a face-centered-cubic (fcc) packing. Since there is o
one way for the beads to arrange themselves on the sq
pattern, a perfect fcc crystal can be formed. We have
plied the same method in our system of non-Browni
spheres, by placing a square wire netting on the bott
surface before filling the box under horizontal vibration
The mesh was2 mm and oriented parallel to the vibration
direction (otherwise the square pattern is lost after a f

FIG. 4. The free surface structure of packings 40 layers th
obtained in a box with: (a) flat bottom wall; (b) square
patterned bottom wall.
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layers). Under such conditions, we obtained a fcc crys
exhibiting a square pattern at the free surface [Fig. 4(b
The efficiency of the method seems to be only limite
by boundary effects: some zones of hexagonal pack
nucleate close to the walls parallel to the direction of o
cillation. Their size grows as the height of the packin
increases, invading finally the entire box. The maximu
height of the fcc crystal that can be created (50 partic
diameters in our box) is thus controlled by the width o
the container.

In conclusion, we have shown that crystalline packin
denser than random close packing can be obtained
collectively handling the particles. The method of filling
under horizontal vibration presents strong analogies w
colloidal crystallization. However, the particle dynamic
are different, since horizontal vibration under a vertic
gravitational field is nota priori equivalent to thermal
fluctuations. Further investigations are thus necess
in order to precisely understand how the horizont
vibrations lead to the spontaneous arrangement of qua
crystalline particle structures.

This work has benefited from stimulating discussion
with P. Gondret and R. Monasson. We thank A. Garc
T. Lescuyer, and J. Webert for technical assistance a
R. T. Goodwin for a critical reading of the manuscript.
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